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Kiln Formed Bracelets from Wardell Publications fused art glass introduces bestselling author Jayne

Persico step by step instructions to create your own kiln formed 3 dimensional glass masterpieces.

Artist and instructor Jayne Persico, unlocks the mysteries behind the creation of 3 dimensional art

glass bracelets in her new book Kiln Formed Bracelets. Jayne is the originator of the specialized

techniques and tools for this unique kiln forming process and now readers will benefit from her

experience as she reveals her secrets using action photos and easy to understand instructions.

Jayne first book Innovative Adornments offered an introduction to fused glass and wire jewelry

techniques and this new book builds on the strength of that foundation. This 80 page book offers 13

chapters covering tools, sizing, preparation, bracelet forming, adjustments, embossing, cane

fabrication, pattern bar making, plus much more. You will find tips and expert advice scattered

throughout the book to clarify specific concepts that will help the reader achieve the best results.

These bracelets are beautiful and intriguing and they offer glass fusers and jewelry makers a

delightful way to expand their skills and amaze their clients and friends.
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I just got introduced to glass fusion. This book is for the more advanced student. All in all, this book

will come in handy when I mmove on. Great book to have in the glass library! I bought yhis book

from .

Kiln formed bracelets- Introduction to glass formed jewelryI love this book, is very interesting and it

has beatiful proyects. I recomended it

The book is good, however as a beginner I wish they would have given specific directions for the

bracelets that are featured on the cover and in the book.

I am new to kiln bracelet forming although not new to kiln fired glass, and was blown away with the

possibilities demonstrated in this book. You will need a digital caliper to use her measurement

charts. Beautiful book, colorful photos and very inspiring.

Being totally new to kiln forming of glass into anything I came across this book and a couple others.

As I'm planning on taking a bracelet class when they are offered in the fall. I thought I would get a

head start. As everything seems to have so many tools and equipment today.The book is laid out

good, nice bright clear pictures of tools and equipment which are numbered for quick connect to the

lists. She does cover the basics and some of the important items say about kilns which Is nice if you

don't own one and can use the info when you buy one. The pictures are of a good size that you can

see what procedure that she is doing. The pictures are next to the description but aren't numbered.

Hence my only complaint!All of the pictures are tight shots of what you need to be doing. which is

good as it leaves nothing to guess at. The gallery pages are placed thru the book after each section.

All of the pictures are shot of the item on a white back ground. Which does each piece justice. And

not the arts'y shot some use. I found this book to be way above the others that I got at the same

time. The techniques in this book are what you will need and the others can stay on the shelf, other

than for ideas in a couple of years after going thru this one.It is a great book I own it have read it

three times in the two days that I have had it.
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